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Datapath Wall Designer for X4
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Author:
Adam Brosan – Seldevig .

A note the Wall Designer software by Datapath
This Application note explains how to use the Wall Designer software by Datapath for the
Datapath X4 Display controller. It includes a set up guide as well a description of various
functions available.
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► Datapath Wall Designer

1. Introduction.
The Wall Designer Software allows a user to create a “wall“ of monitors using the Datapath X4. The
software allows the setup of a virtual canvas where the position of multiple monitors can be configured.

2. Setup
After installing the X4 drivers and the Wall Designer software, connect all of your monitors to the X4 as per the
setup instructions included in the X4 Manual. Please note that a dual link DVI cable should be used for the X4
input.
Upon opening up Wall Designer the starting page should look like the figure below.

From this screen you can add your monitors and setup their physical layout as well as properties.
To add your monitors to this screen under monitor selection choose your make and model.
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► Datapath Wall Designer

If your Monitor is not listed you can add your own custom details. Under “monitor properties“ select “New
Details“
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► Datapath Wall Designer

And enter the details of your own custom monitor. Then select “Save Details“ and you will be able to select
these monitors in the future. To add the monitors to the “wall“ select how many monitors you would like under
“Add Monitors“ and select “Add Monitors to Wall“ it is also possible here as well as later to select the monitor
angle.

When you have added monitors to your wall you will see a screen as shown below.
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► Datapath Wall Designer

These screens can then be moved around and configured based upon their physical layout.

The highlighted areas in the figure above allow the adjustment of the monitor’s physical layout much more
accurately.
It is also possible here to configure the monitors in more complicated orientations as shown below.
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► Datapath Wall Designer

2.1. Inputs
When finished setting up the monitors in the correct physical orientation you should then click on the “Inputs“
tab in the top left.

Click on the “Create“ button to create an input. This input should then be configured with resolution settings of
the output from the computer. For example 1920 x 1080 pixels. This can be done in the fields highlighted
below.
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► Datapath Wall Designer

In order to see how the finished design will look it is also possible to choose from a variety of sample sources.
For example: videos as shown below.

It is also possible here to configure how the monitors will be displaying the input. This can be done by clicking
the “Adjust Capture Regions“ and resizing / moving the corresponding boxes accordingly.
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► Datapath Wall Designer

2.1. Devices.
After the inputs have been configured correctly it is then time to configure how the devices are connected.

The “Auto-config“ button should automatically arrange the layout of the devices. Of course it is possible to
adjust this layout accordingly simply by dragging the boxes for the inputs/outputs to their appropriate places.
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► Datapath Wall Designer

By clicking of various elements on this tab it is possible to adjust more detailed settings for each of the devices.
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► Datapath Wall Designer

After all is set up correctly click the “Apply Settings“ button in the top right and the monitors should now display
the desired output.
It is also possible to add more datapath x4s to the system and connect them accordingly. To add a device
simply right click on the background and select a device to add.
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► Datapath Wall Designer

This can lead to a more complex system as shown below.
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► Datapath Wall Designer

3. Evaluation.
The software does have a lot of usability. It can be a bit confusing if you don’t understand how to change
resolutions etc. on both the software and the computer or source. One problem that was found was that one of
the monitors would not load. This was because the software had configured it to run in Analogue format as
oppose to DVI format. This was easily changed in the devices tab by clicking on the monitor and changing the
format under advanced timings.

4. Conclusion.
This software provides an easy, user-friendly, solution to making monitor walls using the Datapath X4. The
software has a lot of power to customize various settings. Most of which can be done in either the devices tab
or the input tab. here it is also possible to set up Advanced Timings.
This Software will make it much easier for any person to set up a monitor wall and use the Datapath X4 to its
full capacity.
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► Contact

5. Contact and Feedback
We hope that this manual was useful for you and look forward to your feedback. In case of further questions,
please do not hesitate to contact our technical support.
Additional information as well as frequently asked questions and a lot of valuable details regarding image
processing, can also be found on our website.
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